










The Black Peorl Special Powers Reference Sheet 
Spyglass: A player may use a 
Spyglass to detect the identity of 
other pieces. To use "Spyglass," 
you must first reveal the piece 
with this power. You may then 
command an opposing piece up 
to  2 squares away (horizontally, 
vertically, diagc&Uy, Or any 
combination) to reveal its identity. 

Compass: By using hia 
speci? compass, Jack Sparrow may 
determine the general direction of 
whatever it is that he wants most in 
the world. To use "Cornpa$," you 
must reveal Jack's location. Then 
te4 your oppbnent what,piece you 
want to h d .  Your opponent must 

seek is North, 'South, East, or West 
(or soisle combination such as North 
and East) of Jack's location. Use 
the compass on the gameboard 
as reference. ,. rn 
NOTE: If Jack m~ 
wants to find 

Q1) something with , 
n 

mul&k pieces, 
such as a "Bomb" b 
then use the rules above to indicate 
the piece nearest to him. jack may 
only me this power ONCE during 
&e'&ne. Use the cardboard 

-T -.s,= ' "Compass" token 
to keep track of 
when Jack hah . 
used thii 

uuthhlly tell you if the piece you 

Fleet ofFoot - pleet O ~ F O O ~  

alloxvs a pleci tg move 2'spaces 
vertically, horizontally, or any 

- ' 

combination. Fleet of Foot cannot 
be used to move diagonally. If the 
first square on which the piece lands 
is occupied by an opponent's piece 
(causing an attack), it forfeits its 
second move. I t  may not jump over 

b 

pieces or pa&over forbidden zone 
spaces. It  rn& end its move on a 
square occupied by an opponent's 
piece, thereby attacking it. 

Sogrdsqan - A &ice widl 
" ~ ~ o r d s d n '  may amck several 
opposing pieces at once. When 
attacking with "Swordsman," move 
your piece one square onto an 

- 

The Flying Dutchman Special % Powers Reference Sheet 
> 

S~X@~SS: A player may use a , 

Spyglass, to d e t e ~  the identity of 
other pieces. To use "Spyglass," 
you must first reveal the piece 
with this power. You may then 
command an opposing piece up 
to 2 squarq aw;jr (horizontally, 
vertically, diagonally, or my 
combin.ation) to reveal its identity. 

I 

Magic -  he magic of the sea 
allows. Davy Jones to instantly move 
any number of spaces vertically or 
horizontally (not diagonally) in 
one direction. He may not jump 
over other pieces but he may move 
through forbidden zones. He may 
end his move by landing on an enemy 
piece, thereby att~cking it. He may 

only use this power three times in 
a gami. Use die cardboard "Skull 

Fleet of Foot 
- Fleet of Foot allows a piece to 
move 2 spaces vertically, horizontally, 
or any combination. Fleet of Foot 
cannot be used to move diagonally. 
If the first square on which it lands 
is occupied by an opponent's piece 
(causing an attack), it forfeits its 
second move. It may not jump 
over pieces or pass over forbidden 
zones. It may end its move on a 
square occupied by an opponent's 
piece, thereby attacking it. 

2" S U O ~ ~ S ~ ~ R  - A piece with 
,&" 

''swords-' may attack several 
opposing pieces at once. When 
attacking with "Swordsman," move 
your piece one square onto an 
unoccupied square and reveal its 
identity. The attacking player then 
selects up to three adjacent opposing 
pieces to attack simidtaneously. Ti~is 
can inclwde pieces ti~at are diajonally 
adjacent! To resolve d sword attdck, 
the ranks of all of the battling pieces 
are revealed. Any attacked pieces 
with a rank lower than the attdcking 
piece are defeated ~ n d  removed from 
the board. If an attacked piece is of 
equal rank, both the attacker 2nd 

the attacked piece are destroyect and 
rcmoved from the gameboard. If 


